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RAVENSDEN NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
September 2021

WELCOME !
Welcome to this progress update on
the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan.

We last consulted local residents in March 2020
and you gave us a wide range of views and
comments to help shape the emerging plan.

Today we want to tell you about the work of the
Steering Group since last year.

We also need your feedback and comments on:
•
•
•

Our Vision and Objectives for the parish up to 2030.
Our Housing Sites Assessment Report - options for any new
housing development.
The results our Green Infrastructure Survey and
Local Greenspace Assessment.
• A ‘Design Code’ for the Parish which
will guide any new developments and
help maintain the character of the
village.

Please browse the displays, ask questions of the Steering Group members, leave your
comments on a Post-IT and (if you have time) fill in one of the survey forms.
If you need more time, please use our on-line site which includes a survey form:
https://ravensdenplan.info/documents
We greatly value all the constructive comments received from residents and other
local organisations.

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN DEPENDS ON YOUR VIEWS –
SO PLEASE HAVE YOUR SAY
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PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
What is a Neighbourhood Plan?
The aim of Neighbourhood Planning is to fully involve people in
decisions about their own locality.
It is a formal way for communities to help shape
where they live and work, and to help guide the way
the local area may change and be protected in
the future. The plan must be based on the
views of the local community and provide
evidence to support what it says.
A Neighbourhood Plan sets out how a local community would
like land and buildings to be used – what kind of development,
how much, and where it should be located.
It also can cover what standards new development should meet
(e.g., its layout or design), and what parts of an area should be
enhanced and protected - such as open spaces, important
buildings and key views.
Completed Neighbourhood Plans
form part of the formal planning
framework and have to be taken into
account when planning applications
are decided.

A Neighbourhood Plan must fit within the wider planning
framework, which includes Bedford Borough Council’s Local Plan
2030 and national planning policy.
We must follow an official process of consultation and gathering
evidence. Before the Plan can come into force, it must get the
backing of a majority of residents voting in a local referendum.
Note: Local Neighbourhood Plan image is from Willington

PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
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Why should we do it?
A public meeting in August 2019 supported Ravensden having its own
Neighbourhood Plan.
The Parish Council set up a Steering Group
of local residents and Parish Councillors
to oversee its preparation.
Preparing a Neighbourhood Plan ……
➢ Gives all of us a clear say in the parish’s future – how much and
what kind of development, where it should go, and what should
be protected and enhanced.
➢ Gives us a plan which must be taken into account in deciding
planning applications.
➢ Helps decide future priorities from local evidence and local
opinions on a range of important issues.
➢ Gives the Parish more influence with the Borough Council and
other agencies when discussing land, facilities or infrastructure,
or measures to reduce the impacts of developments
➢ Enables the Parish to retain 25% of the Community
Infrastructure Levy which the Borough Council charges
developers to help fund facilities or infrastructure needed
because of their development (e.g., road safety improvements,
green spaces)
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PLANNING FOR OUR
FUTURE
Progress so far
❑ The whole of Ravensden parish is designated a Neighbourhood Plan area.
❑ Parish Council forms a Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
❑ Launch events held at Village Hall and Mowsbury Golf Club.

❑ Residents’ survey sent out and report of results published.
❑ Business survey sent out.

❑ Green Infrastructure Survey and Local Greenspace proposals published.

❑ Potential future housing sites assessed.
❑ Consultants retained to draft design guidance and
codes for the parish, including sustainability ideas.

Next Steps
❑

Draft Neighbourhood Plan published for public consultation.

❑

Neighbourhood Plan submitted to Bedford Borough Council for checking.

❑

Assessment of Plan by an independent examiner.

❑

Local referendum held. Plan becomes effective if a majority vote in
favour. All future planning applications are decided against the Borough
Council’s Local Plan and our Neighbourhood Plan

❑

Parish Council receives 25% of the Community Infrastructure Levy on
new developments
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PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
What you’ve told us so far
In the Residents Survey and at ‘Drop-In’ Events:
❑ There should be limited or even no more housing once
Ravensden Park and the Curry Mansion sites are developed.
❑ If there is to be more housing, there should be some smaller
properties for starter homes and downsizing.
❑ Our environment and greenspaces are highly valued and should
be protected. Priority sites and projects have been identified.
❑ We need to do more to protect local heritage, improve design
quality, and enhance the character of each of the localities in the
parish.
❑ Highway safety improvements are much needed (e.g. footways
alongside the main roads).
❑ There need to be better physical links between the various parts
of the parish

Finally:
➢ Virtually everyone agrees East West
Rail will have a devastating impact
on our local environment and
communities
➢ This is a national infrastructure project which the Parish Council –
along with all other parish councils along the Bedfordshire section
of the route – strenuously object to – and will continue to do so
➢ The Neighbourhood Plan can’t stop East-West Rail but it will give us
a community-backed plan which could help get the best mitigation
we can.
Please see the separate display board for details of the recent
EWR route alignment consultation

PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
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VISION AND OBJECTIVES – why?
The Neighbourhood Plan needs to set a
Vision for what the parish could look like
in the future. It also needs some
Objectives – targets – for getting there. Without these, no-one will
know whether any of the policies and proposals in the Plan will
achieve the right results.
Based on what you’ve said so far, our
own research, the policy set at the
Borough Local Plan level, and national
planning policy, we’ve drawn up the
following Vision:
By 2030, Ravensden parish will be:
➢ A sustainable, safe and well-integrated place in which
to live, work and spend leisure time, and which is
resilient to climate change
➢ A rural/semi-rural area containing compact
settlements which meet local needs; whose character
and integrity are safeguarded through high quality
design; and which are set in attractive and accessible
countryside which also provides a buffer to large scale
expansion of Bedford
➢ Part of a thriving, cared-for natural and historic
environment.

What do you think about the suggested Vision? Do
you agree/disagree with it? Could it be improved?
Tell us what you think on Post-IT, Flip charts or on-line at
https://ravensdenplan.info/documents

What is Green Infrastructure?
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The green spaces, access routes, wildlife
habitats and historic features which contribute
to the quality of our environment and
community.

Green Infrastructure assets
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible green space
Country parks
Green corridors
Urban parks and gardens
Habitats for wildlife including nature
reserves, Sites of Special Scientific
Interest and County Wildlife Sites.
Historic parks and gardens and historic
landscapes
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Waterways and water bodies, including
flooded quarries
Public rights of way and cycleways
Allotments
Children’s play space
Formal sports facilities
Cemeteries

It is important to plan the GI network in the same way that we
plan other networks and facilities, so that we can safeguard
and enhance the environment and meet the needs of a wide
range of people, both now and in the future.
A GI Plan is a vital part of our Neighbourhood Plan as we face
pressure for new housing developments and threats to our
community and landscapes.
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What We’ve Done So Far
➢ In 2020 BRCC1 were commissioned
by The Parish Council to create a
GI & LGS Plan.
➢ Public consultations (including on-line community
questionnaire) led to better understanding of local
green assets and priority enhancement projects (called
‘aspirations’).
➢ Local green spaces were identified including highly
valued views, natural environment and local landmarks.
➢ The evidence gathered and the GI & LGS Plan are vital as
we face inevitable pressure for housing developments,
threats such as East West Rail and the harsh realities of
climate change .
➢ A draft Action Plan has been produced to engage the
whole community in protecting and enhancing our green
infrastructure.

Today’s ‘Drop-In’ Event and questionnaire give you a
chance to have your say and help ensure the issues are
properly identified
1

BRCC – Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity

Ravensden Church
End
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Ravensden’s
Green
Infrastructure
&
Aspirations
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14
15
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‘Top 7’ Selected in Residents GI Survey

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE ACTION PLAN: 2021-30
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2021-23
Likely date of
implementation1

2024-26
2027+

1

Timescales phased to potential
financial levy (CIL) on housing
development within Parish

For Full Information follow
https://ravensdenplan.info
select ‘Green Infrastructure Plan’
and pages 34-37
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LOCAL GREEN SPACE (LGS)
Local Green Space (LGS) is a designation which can be applied in the
Neighbourhood Plan to open spaces which meet certain criteria.
These include their wildlife interest, tranquility, visual interest, history, or
features which define the character of the local area. They have to be
reasonably close to where people live.
The designation protects the land from development which would conflict
with the purpose of designation. It does not confer any public rights such as
access over the land unless these already exist and doesn’t remove any
existing rights of way across such sites.
Following consultation with local residents as part of the Green
Infrastructure work, BRCC identified 6 sites/areas of land in the parish
which could qualify for LGS designation.

There is also to be an extension
to the Brickhill Country Park as
part of the Ravensden Park
development and
this could be added to the list.

Plan from Woods Hardwick published material

❑

Do you agree with these LGS proposals?

❑ Are there any other Green Spaces which you value in
the Parish that can meet the criteria?

Please comment on a Post It or on our questionnaire,
or online at https://ravensdenplan.info
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13.1

1. CHARITY FIELD
Site Location

Site Area
Site Description

Beauty

Historical
Significance

Tranquillity

Recreational
Value
Wildlife

Significant for
another reason

This site is located immediately west of Church End, opposite Vicarage Close and 250m
north of the Church of All Saints.
It is at the centre of the largest End within the parish.
0.87ha
The site is an undulating field currently used for horse grazing. It is surrounded by mature
hedges with some trees and areas of scrub.
The site forms a pastoral foreground in views of cottages and the Church as seen from
Footpath 2 to the west.
With its undulating grassland and mature hedges, the field has a pastoral beauty.
Views from the site of the rolling farmland to the west and north, with the locally valued
landmark of the water tower, add to this sense of beauty.
Fields making up the Charity Field are shown on the 1885 OS map and the site lies within
an “Archaeological Notification Area”.
The field is located within an area identified as the medieval village centre at Church End.
There is evidence of Ridge and Furrow on some of the site.
Although in the heart of the village, the site has a tranquil nature, with no major noise
source nearby.
The open views of countryside to the west and north enhance the sense of tranquillity.
The site currently has no public access/ recreational activity as it is rented to individuals for
horse grazing.
The permanent grassland and hedgerows are likely to support biodiversity including bats,
invertebrates and birdlife. The area is known to support barn and tawny owls. There are
hedgerow links to an area of woodland to the west.
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan, this site
was identified by local residents in the top 3 most valued open spaces in the parish.

13.2

2. CHURCHYARD, CHURCH OF ALL SAINTS
Site Location

The churchyard is at the heart of the village at Church End.
The churchyard frontage is on Church Hill. It is bordered on two sides
by residential properties and by the Horse and Jockey Public House to
the north.
Site Area
0.27ha
Site Description The site is a typical churchyard, surrounding the church.
Gravestones are present throughout the site, with the grass between them regularly
mown.
The site is enclosed by hedges with a number of mature trees.
It borders residential properties on three sides and Church End on the
fourth.
Beauty
The church and churchyard, with the backdrop of mature trees present a
beautiful and archetypal English village scene.
Historical
The first record of a church dates from 1166 although archaeology suggests this was preSignificance
dated by a small Saxon church on the same site.
The church became a Grade 1 listed building in 1964.
The lime trees were planted to commemorate the Queen’s Silver Jubilee in 1977.
Tranquillity
Although in the heart of the village, the site has a tranquil nature, with no major noise
source nearby.
The historic gravestones and mature trees give a comforting sense of history and peace.
Recreational
Value

The site is publicly accessible and used for quiet remembrance and reflection.
It is highly valued and is well maintained and regularly visited by families who tend the
graves of loved ones.

Wildlife

The site features mature trees, permanent grassland and a variety of gravestones of
particular interest to lichens.
The careful management of the site has perhaps somewhat reduced its wildlife value, but it is
still likely to provide opportunities for a wide range of wildlife.
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan, this site
was identified by local residents as the 2nd most valued open space in the parish.

Significant for
another reason

13.3

3. GREEN LANE
Site Location

Site Area
Site Description

Beauty
Historical
Significance

This site links the northern end of Church End to Sunderland Hill. Its
eastern end is adjacent to residential properties in Church End. It is
at the centre of the largest End within the parish.
2.06ha
The site is a grassland corridor, bordered by ditches and mature hedgerows with occasional
trees.
Although linear in nature, its width – up to 20m – make it more than a simple access route.
While the site itself is not especially beautiful, it provides access through, and views of, the
beautiful undulating countryside of the parish.
An ancient trackway and Roman Road which continues as bridleways to the east and west. It
passes through the site thought to be a deserted medieval village.
The lane was used to drive cattle through Ravensden to the Kimbolton Road and hence to
market and also formed the carriageway to the original location of Ravensden Grange.

Tranquillity

While none of the site is noisy, the central portion of the site is in open countryside and
hundreds of metres away from any roads/ regular sources of noise.

Recreational
Value

The site is a Public Byway and is closed to motor vehicles from October to March to avoid
surface damage.

Wildlife

Significant for
another reason

It is a very popular route for walking and horse riding.
This represents a linear green corridor cutting a swath through agricultural land and linking
other areas of hedgerow and grass margins.
The twinned hedgerows, permanent grassland and occasional mature trees provide
numerous opportunities for wildlife.
The lane is most floristically rich at the western end, with flora including ladies bedstraw, St
John’s wort, knapweed and cowslips.
The hedgerows support yellowhammers and the lane provide a notable foraging area for bats
and badgers.
n/a

13.4

4. MOWSBURY HILLFORT, ORCHARD & MEADOW
Site Location

Site Area
Site Description

Beauty
Historical
Significance

Tranquillity
Recreational
Value

Wildlife

Significant for
another reason

This site is to the south of the parish, east of Cleat Hill and is surrounded on three sides by
Mowsbury Golf Course.
While this site is not especially close to the main Ends of the parish, it is within 300-500m of
the residential properties on, and off, Cleat Hill.
4.92ha
This hilltop site is dominated by woodland and grassland and features many ancient
earthworks.
The site offers great views of Bedford to the south and panoramic views of the open
countryside to the north, across the valley of Ravensden Brook, to many landmarks such as
the Church, Grange, woodland, and the Water tower, underlying its strategic position.
Many features of this site are attractive in their own right; and together they form a truly
beautiful site.
This site was first occupied in the early Iron Age. In the Middle Ages the hillfort was
modified and a medieval moated house was constructed within the earlier earthworks. It
is considered to be the best preserved hillfort of its type in Bedfordshire.
Local varieties of Laxton apples have been planted to restore a traditional orchard which
was planted in the 1920’s.
Set away from any roads or other sources of noise, this is a very tranquil site, where nature
and history provide a highly peaceful atmosphere.
The site is accessible to the public and is very popular for quiet recreation.
A local group of volunteers – The Friends of Putnoe Woods and Mowsbury Hillfort –
support Bedford Borough Council, the site owner, in managing the site.
Public footpaths on the boundaries connect the Hillfort to Graze Hill and to the wider
countryside to the north (e.g. Footpath 25 to Oldways Road being particularly important).
The hillfort is a County Wildlife Site and contains a range of habitats including grassland,
woodland, orchard, scrub and ephemeral ponds.
The grassland contains many wild herbs and flowers, including bee orchids; and many
species of butterfly, birds and mammals are present.
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan, this was
site was identified by local residents as the most valued open space in the parish.
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5. NORTHFIELDS
Site Location
The site is located adjacent to the road at the northern end of Church End.
Site Area
0.33ha
Site Description This is a small area of woodland, predominantly ash, with some understorey species
including elder and blackthorn.
It forms part of the setting for Northfields, a historic property which was once the principle
farmhouse in this part of Church End.
The site is an important gateway feature at the northern end of Church End and is a focal
point in views from the Green Lane.
Beauty
This site has an inherent beauty due to its mature trees. This beauty changes through the
seasons.
Historical
The majority of the site is shown wooded on the 1885 edition of the OS Map. It is within an
Archaeological Notification Area.
Significance
It was once part used for cottages, though these have since been removed.
The site connects with as area of ridge and furrow.
Tranquillity
Although adjacent to the road which leads into and out of the village, the road is not
heavily used and the site acts as a quiet and green gateway to the village.
Recreational
Value
Wildlife

Significant for
another reason

Birdsong is often the dominant sound.
None
This is a valuable site for bats, a roosting site for tawny owls, and a feeding site for badgers –
there is a sett nearby. There are also newts from a pond at Northfield, and hedgehogs. The
varied ground flora including primroses and bluebells, and there are links to semi-natural
grassland and the Green Lane.
The site is designated as a Village Open Space in the Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030
(Policies Map inset 25)
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6. RAVENSDEN PRIMARY SCHOOL PLAYING FIELD
Site Location

Site Area
Site Description

Beauty
Historical
Significance
Tranquillity
Recreational
Value

Wildlife

This site is located east of Church End, north of Vicarage Close and 500m north of the
Church of All Saints.
It is central within the largest End within the parish.
0.78ha
The site is a typical school playing field, predominantly of mown grass, with a spinney
bordering its northern end and an orchard near the entrance to the site, in the south west
corner.
The site is surrounded to the south and east by mature hedgerows.
Surrounded by mature hedgerows and including areas of tree planting and wildflowers, the site
is more attractive than most playing fields.
The site displays relic ridge and furrow, and contains a small woodland planted to celebrate the
Millennium.
The site has no road frontage and is bordered by gardens and farmland, giving it a sense of
tranquillity.
This site is the only publicly accessible open space within the village.
In addition to its use by the school, it is used for informal recreation by local families and for
community events such as the fete.
The Public Footpath which provides access through the site to the wider path network to
the east is heavily used.
Environmental enhancement has increased biodiversity – with a small woodland, meadow
and orchard.
Hedges have been planted up.
Enhancement has been undertaken by a succession of school children.
The site is important for bats, owls, woodpeckers, and grass snakes have been seen.
The meadow contains plants such as cuckoo flower and cowslip, surviving from former
agricultural land use.

Significant for
another reason

Ref proposed LGS designation in Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030 (LGS 45, Policies Map
inset 25) and gives statement as to why also seeking designation through the NP.
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan, this was
site was identified by local residents as one of the most valued open spaces in the parish.

PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE -- HOUSING
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❶
There is no requirement in the
adopted Local Plan for the parish to
contribute any more housing up to
2030 and this looks likely to
continue in the upcoming Local Plan
2040 currently out to consultation.

❷
The position is also
reinforced by the findings of
our 2020 Residents Survey
where a majority of replies
were against any more
housing in the parish.

❸
However, the Steering Group
considers there may be a case
for a limited amount of housing
in the Plan to sustain the
community and meet needs up
to 2030.

❹
So, we think an appropriate
‘Objective for Housing’ could be:
“To meet future local housing
needs of the parish where
appropriate”.

Have we got the objective right?
Tell us what you think !

• comment on Post-IT
• complete the questionnaire
• comment on-line at https://ravensdenplan.info

Our site appraisals have closely followed a methodology
……template provided by Locality .
This looks at a wide variety of factors to assess the
suitability of sites for possible housing development.
Based on the assessments, we have categorised sites
into those which may be appropriate for allocation in
the Neighbourhood Plan; sites which may be
potentially suitable if constraints can be overcome;
and sites which we consider are not suitable.

The report is intended to help guide public consultation, discussion with
landowners, and subsequent decision-making by the Parish Council to select
the site or sites that best meet potential housing needs in the parish, as well
as Neighbourhood Plan objectives.
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PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE -- HOUSING
“Call-for-Sites” Assessment --- Summary
We assessed potential sites identified by Bedford Borough Council against our
‘Objective for Housing’ guideline
Proposed
Number of
Dwellings

Page1

LPR Ref.

1

164

Land at the Plantation

17

184

Land at Bedford Road/Cleat Hill

33

185 & 194

Land at Northfields Church End

50

187

Land at Oldways Road Ravensden, (East of former Chapel)

65

189 & 191

Land at Cleat Hill Farm

81

190

Hill Farm Sunderland Hill

96

192

Land to South and West of Church End

20

112

481

Land at Thurleigh Road Ravensden

140

127

515

Land East of Church End

90

143

522

Caravan/Camping Site Church Hill

12

159

601

Bedford Road/Oldways Road

70

175

713

54 Cleat Hill

1-2

190

922/188

Land adjacent to Willow Farm, Butler Street

206

929

Land at Struttle End

10-15
30-40

222

1080

Land r/o The Ridings Cleat Hill

10-15

238

1480

Land at the rear of Home Farm, Renhold Road

550

Site Address

Status

10
20
35 & 9
25
191 partial2

30 & 10
80

•

suitable, achievable, and available
•

potentially suitable, achievable, and available
•

not currently suitable, achievable, or available

1 Document
2

with Site Assessments on https://ravensdenplan.info

Recommendation is for 5 dwellings only for barn conversion

Sites Currently in Planning or Development
Planning

Site Name

Development Near
Completion

Curry Mansion Development Site

Development
Approved

Ravensden Park/ Graze Hill Development

Planning Application
Submitted

Development Site next to Wayside Farm Estate

Proposed
number of
dwellings
8
163
46

Status
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PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE -- HOUSING
Sites Summary Map

185
190

481

Curry
Mansion

194
601

187

188/92
2
184

Planning Application
Next to Wayside Farm
Estate

515

191

Ravensden Park/
Graze Hill
Development

192

189

164
522

929
713
(July 2021)
(July 2021)

20/07/202
1

108
0

148
0
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All Saints Ravensden
Idyllic Rural Scene

Mixed Housing for Ravensden Park ?
Graze Hill Plan
Footpath by
Ravensden Brook

Village Design Code

Draft Conclusions
➢ Site Suitable for Allocation

•
•
•

Land Adjoining Willow Farm, Butler Street
Site Reference: 188/192
10-15 Dwellings

➢ Site Suitable if Satisfactory Vehicle Access can be
Achieved

•
•
•

Cleat Hill Farm Barns
Site Reference: 191
5 Dwellings

➢ No other sites are suggested for inclusion in the
Neighbourhood Plan

DO YOU AGREE/DISAGREE WITH THESE PROPOSALS?
ARE THERE ANY OTHER SITES WE SHOULD CONSIDER?
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A ‘Design Code’ for the Parish
How will it Help?

A Design Code guides any new
developments and helps maintain the
character of the village.
The NPSG have tasked
to prepare a Design Code for
our Neighbourhood Plan1

National Guidelines
Local Authority
Design Code

We now need some help from YOU to
ensure the very best Design Code for
Ravensden
Please use a Post-It to add your comments
(or go on-line at https://ravensdenplan.info/documents)

Neighbourhood Plan
Design Code

Individual
development
1 Funded through Locality. Due Oct 2021

Identified Locality within
dashed area
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All other areas are termed “Rural”

LOCALITY 3 –
GRAZE HILL / WOOD END

LOCALITY 4 –
SUNDERLAND
HILL

LOCALITY 8 –
CHURCH END

LOCALITY 2
RAVENSDEN
PARK

LOCALITY 1 –
CLEAT HILL /
MOWSBURY
(FREEMANS COMMON)

Design Code
Localities
identified
within
Ravensden
Parish

LOCALITY

Area Type1

1

Cleat Hill /
Mowsbury

Outer Suburb

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Significant individual residential properties bordering B660
Two modern housing developments (50+ residences)
Bordering urban Bedford and Mowsbury Park
Mowsbury Golf/Squash Facility
Mowsbury Hill Heritage site and listed properties
Outstanding rural views north & over Bedford to the south

2

Ravensden
Park

Outer Suburb

➢
➢
➢
➢

Approved build of 165 mixed housing – commences 2021
Borders Woodlands Park (Brickhill) housing development
Site includes expanded Brickhill Country Park
Urbanisation risk with new roadway, lighting and round-about

3

Graze Hill /
Wood End

Rural
Settlement

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Secluded country lane linking two busy routes – B660 & Thurleigh Rd
Isolated residences and rural businesses - not easily integrated within Parish
Characterful property renovations and extensions - several listed properties
Protected roadsides and ancient hedgerows – idyllic rural vistas
Arable farming with well-designated PROW
Properties could be seriously impacted by EWR

4

Sunderland
Hill

Rural
Settlement

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Important mixed farming area across distinctive hilly landscapes
Significant farms and rural businesses (e.g., green recycling)
Important woodland and wildlife refuges – mainly accessible by PROW
Dispersed 19th Century residences along B660
Heritage property (Ravensden Grange)
Farms and agricultural businesses
Prominent Water-Tower feature
Valued rural vistas across southern valley (Ravensden Brook)
Properties could be seriously impacted by EWR

Crossroads

Village

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Geographical centre with busy crossroads – B660/Oldways Rd/Thurleigh Rd
Mixed housing bordering roads including local shop and garage at Crossroads
Varied commercial enterprises in Farm outbuildings.
Includes mainly 19th Century buildings with later infill properties.
Surrounded by pasture-land with signs of old brickwork excavations
Two listed buildings with characterful thatch
Significant retirement community with 50+ single-storey park homes
New developments include 8 linked residences; site for 10+ properties identified.
Properties could be seriously impacted by EWR

5

20

CHARACTERISTIC

Ref 1 : National Model Design Codes - Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government Jan 2021

Do YOU agree
these are the
correct
Characteristics ?

For any Locality
put your
comments on
‘Post It’
or go on-line at
https://ravensdenplan.info/
documents
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LOCALITY
6

Oldways Road

CHARACTERISTIC

Area
Type1
Rural
Settlement

➢
➢
➢
➢

Mixed vintage residential properties on southern side of Oldways Road
Includes Struttle End on eastern boundary with Renhold
Includes Chapel, local police house (now both residential) and listed thatched cottage.
Several thriving businesses located in rural buildings – including Equestrian Centre, Building
Contractor, Cattery, Upholstery business, and Precision Engineering Workshop
➢ North side is undeveloped with valued views of Church End across arable farmland.
➢ Busy road at peak hours (‘rat-run’) with no pedestrian/cycle pathway
➢ Properties could be seriously impacted by EWR

7

Church Hill

Rural
Settlement

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

8

Church End

Village

➢ SPA and historical centre of the Village, with 12th Century Church and Primary School
➢ Eclectic mix of housing including listed properties, residential houses and bungalows.
➢ Mid-century housing along main street and in cul-de-sac leading to school developments
along main street, with several secluded and well- established properties bordering open
green spaces and woodland
➢ Well established public-house/restaurant in prime location
➢ Many Public Rights Of Way (PROW)and link to ancient Bridleway

“Rural”

Rural
Settlement

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Characterful residential properties bordering hillside road towards Church
Listed properties including repurposed ancient public-house
Established camping/touring caravan site with proposals for upgraded facilities
Designated Ancient Woodland
Includes Village Hall as focal point for village
Outstanding rural vistas and PROW including Ravensden Brook defining valley
Properties could be seriously impacted by EWR

Rural countryside highly valued by residents and as asset to nearby urban Bedford.
Distinctive rolling topography
High Quality agricultural land with mixed arable and pasture use.
Few isolated residential properties away from main thoroughfares
Associate woodland and wildlife refuges provide vital conservation & sustainability
Well-used and documented PROW.
Valued for tranquillity and environmental quality
Many parts could be seriously impacted by EWR

Ref 1 : National Model Design Codes - Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government Jan 2021

Do YOU agree
these are the
correct
Characteristics ?

For any Locality
put your
comments on

‘Post It’
or go on-line at
https://ravensdenplan.info/
documents
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Issues to be addressed in a Design Code may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensitive transition between Bedford and surrounding countryside.
Signage that needs updating.
Possible surface water flooding.
Fast moving & noisy traffic throughout the Village – ‘rat-run’ issues.
Protecting the environment and calmness of Graze Hill Lane.
Climate change and sustainability issues – carbon zero targets.
New roadway, lighting and roundabout at Graze Hill/ Ravensden Park.
Better Integration of isolated residences and businesses into the parish.
Access to Extended Brickhill Country Park – possible Parking issues.
Pedestrian Safety.
Congestion at Crossroads – queues at peak hours.
Air and noise Pollution.
Local Open-Space required for residents.
Lack of Pedestrian/Cycle lanes – safety issues.
Reliance on cars – lack of practical alternatives.
Encouraging use of local Green Spaces and PROW.
Ensuring sensitive design of new housing in historical village context.

The Neighbourhood Plan will be able to address some of these issues and will
identify and record residents’ opinions on all other issues

PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
Community and Employment Facilities
Our various community facilities and employment
sites in the parish are important to securing a
balanced and sustainable community and to
reduce the need to travel out of the parish.
Such facilities enrich the lives of the
residents of all ages and will encourage
people to live and work locally.

We think the following could be a
suitable objective for the Neighbourhood Plan:
➢ To ensure existing community and employment
facilities are protected where possible and new
facilities are promoted where appropriate.
Changes in demographics, the way people work and
….the trend towards more active lifestyles, will shape
….future developments in the Parish and increase the
need for access to recreational
facilities, employment opportunities,
and more convenient access to
facilities such as Health Centres.

➢ Do You Agree or disagree with the objective?
➢ Could it be improved?
➢ Do you have ideas that would improve facilities and
opportunities within the village.
Comment on Post-It , Flip Chart
or on-line
https://ravensdenplan.info/documents
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PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
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Travel and Transport
Traffic is one of the key issues of concern to local residents. The problems are
the amount of traffic which cuts through the parish, whether on the B660 or
Oldways Road/Butler Street; speeding vehicles and HGV’s; and the potential
dangers for pedestrians/cyclists. This is only likely to worsen as
development continues in surrounding areas.
Some transport issues are beyond what a
Neighbourhood Plan can legally address but
proposals could be included in a supplement
to the Plan for action by agencies and Councils.
For example, ensuring developments which
could have an effect on traffic conditions in the
parish properly assess their impact and make
suitable proposals for mitigation.
A further significant issue is the lack of good connections for pedestrians
and cyclists between the various parts of the parish. The Green
Infrastructure Survey pointed out the need for footpaths/cycleways along
Bedford Road to the top of Cleat Hill and along the length of Oldways
Road to the bottom of Church Hill. Improvements along both roads were
identified as high priority in the GI Survey.
Many of these issues are exacerbated by the lack of
public transport. Bus routes are fragmented and
services sparse and non-existent on many days. This
presents real problems for the young, for many
older residents, and it encourages use of cars.

Draft Objective

➢ To encourage safe and sustainable
movement across the whole parish

Do you agree or disagree with this objective?
Could it be improved?
Comment on Post-It , Flip Chart or on-line
https://ravensdenplan.info/documents
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All your comments and suggestions are extremely welcome now
and as we continue to draft the plan.
If you think we’ve missed anything, or if there is an issue of
particular importance to you or the community, do please let us
know.
The Neighbourhood Plan email Address is:
contact@ravensdenplan.info
and of course, we have a website which may help with any queries.
We are trying to ensure every household is informed and can
comment either by completing the residents survey, going on-line
or through one of the Steering Group members.
Please do visit the dedicated website where all the presentations
from this drop-in event are available for viewing at:
https://ravensdenplan.info/documents
We anticipate consulting you again later this year on the draft
Neighbourhood Plan, so there will be more opportunities.

YOU CAN HELP
Successful neighbourhood plans are community led and
community prepared.
We always need more volunteers. What could you give to the
project in terms of time, experience, skills, resources, enthusiasm?
Please speak to one of the Steering Group.
Are there other ways you think you could help the community in
Ravensden? We would be happy to pass on your details.
THANK YOU FOR VISITING

